
Tour price: JPY 39,800 – JPY 72,800

* The above price does not include the cost of the English guide.

Departure dates: From March to late September

Recommendations

- Only available between mid-April and late June! Experience the spectacular Snow Wall Walk!
- Enjoy traveling on a variety of different modes of transport, including an aerial lift, trolley bus, and cable railway!

Tour price: JPY 49,900 – JPY 99,900   

* The above price does not include the cost of the English guide.

*Departure dates: From April to late September   * Snow Wall Walk will open from the middle April to June.

Japan Alps amidst the Snow

This tour takes you to the Snow Wall Walk, Kurobe, and Kamikochi, three of Japan’s best-loved 
tourist attractions. The Snow Wall Walk is located in a region that experiences heavy snowfall, 
and visitors can walk between snow-drifts that are sometimes over 15 meters high; you can 
also travel through the emerald-green beauty of the Kurobe Gorge on the unique Kurobe 
Gorge Railway, and view spectacular panoramic vistas of the Japan Alps from Kamikochi. All 
of these will give you an experience unlike anything you have ever had in Japan.

3 Days
JAPAN ALPS

Tokyo -   - [“Hakutaka” Shinkansen high-speed train] -   - Kurobe Unazuki Onsen 
(hot springs) resort -      - Shin-Kurobe -   - Toyama Chihou Railway -   - Unazuki 
Onsen (hot springs) resort -      - Unazuki -   - [Kurobe Gorge Railway] -   - 
Kanetsuri (Japan’s deepest V-shaped gorge) -   - Unazuki -      - Unazuki Onsen (hot 
springs) resort (overnight)
* The evening meal is a buffet-style meal featuring local Toyama delicacies such as White Shrimp
Kakiage Tempura and Freshwater Trout Sushi, etc. After dinner, you can relax in the resort’s famous hot
spring baths.

Day 1|

Kurobe Gorge Railway

Meals: Breakfast: ×   Lunch: ×   Dinner: ○

Hotel:  Unazuki Grand Hotel

Meals: Breakfast: ○   Lunch: ×   Dinner: ○         

Hotel: Unazuki Grand Hotel or similar

Unazuki Onsen (hot springs) resort -      - Mt. Tateyama -     - Bijodaira -      - Murodo 
(spending 180 minutes here, with a Nature Guide to show you round, for an in-depth 
Murodo experience; for tours departing up until June 20th, visitors can also see the 
spectacular “Yuki-no-otani” snow wall, which is only open to visitors at certain times of 
year) -   - Daikanbo Peak (enjoy spectacular views from the ropeway) -       - 
Kurobedaira -     - Lake Kurobe -      - Kurobe Dam (for tours departing from July 
onwards, visitors can enjoy the spectacular water discharges from the dam, which are 
provided for the benefit of tourists) -      - Ogisawa -      - Kitaazumi-gun (overnight)

Day 2|

“Yuki-no-otani” Snow Wall

Kitaazumi-gun -   - Kamikochi (in the popular Chubu Sangaku National Park; we will 
be spending 180 minutes here, so there will be plenty of time to look round) -   - 
Matsumoto -      - [Azusa Limited Express] -      - Hachioji and Tachikawa (tour 
participants have the option of getting off at either of these stations, rather than 
continuing all the way to Tokyo) -      - Shinjuku

Day 3|

Kamikochi

Meals: Breakfast: ○   Lunch: ×   Dinner: ×

Spiritual Crash Course in Ise
The Ise Grand Shrine, located in Ise on the Shima Peninsula, is one of Japan’s holiest 
and most prestigious Shinto shrines. The area where the Shrine is located has been 
revered as a sacred place since ancient times, and was chosen to host the 42nd G7 
Summit in 2016. In this spiritual atmosphere, you can enjoy spectacular views of the 
ocean and the many islands—both large and small—that dot it, and the imposing 
scenery of the complex coastline with its many cliffs and inlets.

2 Days
ISE

Tokyo Station -   - [“Kodama” Shinkansen high-speed train]  -   - Toyohashi Station 
-   - Futamigaura and Hamasangu (the first stop on the Ise Pilgrimage) -   - 
Ise Grand Shrine and Geku (Outer Shrine) -   - Yokoyama Observation Platform (with 
superb views of Ago Bay) -   - Shima (overnight)

Day 1|

Futamigaura

Meals: Breakfast: ×   Lunch:○ (Boxed lunch)   Dinner:○

Hotel: Hotel & Resorts ISE-SHIMA

Meals: Breakfast: ○   Lunch:○   Dinner: ×

Shima -   - Ise Grand Shrine and Naiku (Inner Shrine) (in the early morning) -   - 
Toba Observation Platform -   - “Pearl Road” scenic highway -   - “Iseshima 
Skyline” scenic highway -   - Mt. Asama and the Kongosho-ji Temple (the Inner 
Sanctuary of the Ise Grand Shrine) -   - Toyohashi Station -   - [“Kodama” 
Shinkansen high-speed train (seating in a “Green Car” first-class car)] -   - 
Tokyo Station

Day 2|

Okage Yokocho in Ise

Recommendations

- Visit Ise-Shima, the beautiful region where the 2016 G7 Summit was held,
and stay at the Ise-Shima Onsen (hot springs) resort

* The hotel will have a large communal Onsen (hot springs) bath.

65,900–¥99,900 

Left: Uji Bridge
Right: Ise Grand Shrine and Naiku (Inner Shrine)
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